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A force field model of the Keating type supplemented by rules to break, form, and interchange bonds is
applied to investigate thermodynamic and structural properties of the amorphous SiO2 surface. A simulated
quench from the liquid phase has been carried out for a silica sample made of 3888 silicon and 7776 oxygen
atoms arranged on a slab �40 Å thick, periodically repeated along two directions. The quench results into an
amorphous sample, exposing two parallel square surfaces of �42 nm2 area each. Thermal averages computed
during the quench allow us to determine the surface thermodynamic properties as a function of temperature.
The surface tension turns out to be �=310�20 erg /cm2 at room temperature and �=270�30 at
T=2000 K, in fair agreement with available experimental estimates. The entropy contribution Tss to the
surface tension is relatively low at all temperatures, representing at most �20% of the surface energy. Almost
without exceptions, Si atoms are fourfold coordinated and oxygen atoms are twofold coordinated. Twofold and
threefold rings appear only at low concentration and are preferentially found in proximity of the surface. Above
the glass temperature Tg=1660�50 K, the mobility of surface atoms is, as expected, slightly higher than that
of bulk atoms. The computation of the height-height correlation function shows that the silica surface is rough
in the equilibrium and undercooled liquid phase, becoming smooth below the glass temperature Tg.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon dioxide SiO2 �silica� is one of the most important
minerals,1 present in nature as quartz, cristobalite, and as an
amorphous solid, while exotic phases such as coesite and
stishovite can be found in meteor craters. More importantly,
silica represents the backbone of an endless number of
silicates.2 Silica is also one of the oldest known technologi-
cal materials, used since the beginning of civilization and
still represents an essential component in state-of-the-art
electronic devices. It comes as a surprise, therefore, to realize
that despite the simplicity of its constituents and despite the
vast number of experimental and theoretical studies, so much
is still unknown for this material. This is particularly true of
its surface, whose complexity has until now prevented a full
understanding of its properties.3 This state of affair is shared
with the wider class of oxide surfaces,4 whose structure, pre-
cise composition, surface charge, and reactivity depend sen-
sitively on preparation, ambient chemical conditions, and
surface treatment.

The dependence of the surface properties of silica on
preparation manifests itself, for instance, in the different hy-
drophobicity of seemingly equivalent samples. Freshly
cleaved silica surfaces are reactive and in the presence of
water give rise to silanols, consisting of hydroxyl groups
bonded to Si atoms by covalent and ionic forces. The dan-
gling OH groups of silanols impart a degree of affinity for
water, turning the hydrophobic surface into an hydrophilic
one at sufficiently high density of OH groups.5

Dry silica surfaces can be recovered by thermal treatment,
i.e., by annealing at T�650 K for at least a few hours, and
measurements show that these surfaces tend to be
hydrophobic,6 remaining so for macroscopic times even after
being exposed to air at ambient conditions. Although the dry

surface obtained in this way is, arguably, the simplest termi-
nation of silica solids, several among its properties are still
far from being understood,3 especially in the amorphous
case. To be precise, many experimental studies have been
devoted to amorphous silica surfaces, whose detailed charac-
terization, however, is hampered by experimental difficulties.
Powerful structural techniques such as low-energy electron
diffraction �LEED�, relying on crystal-like two-dimensional
�2D� periodicity, cannot be used in this case. Moreover, the
insulating character of silica represents another difficulty,
since spectroscopic techniques such as scanning tunneling
microscopy �STM�, electron energy loss �EELS�, and, to
some extent, x-ray photo-electron spectroscopy �XPS� re-
quire conducting, electrically grounded samples to provide
highly reproducible data. Finally, in the case of the amor-
phous surface, a direct connection between observed proper-
ties and an atomistic interpretation is made difficult by the
nonuniqueness of the surface structure that admits only a
statistical description.

Despite these limitations, a few basic facts are widely
accepted by the surface science community. For instance, it
is generally agreed that the response of the silica surface to
x-ray photoemission measurements is dominated by the oxy-
gen signal,7 implying that this is the atom type most likely to
intercept incoming photons and thus suggesting that oxygen
occupies the outermost surface layer. Undercoordinated oxy-
gen atoms, representing the so-called nonbridging oxygens
�NBOs�, are not detected by electron-spin resonance �ESR,
see Ref. 8� and by core-level photoelectron spectroscopy9 on
dry, annealed silica surfaces, while both NBO and silicon
coordination defects �E� centers� are found on amorphous
surfaces freshly produced by sputtering or irradiated at UHV
conditions.10 The surface tension is difficult to measure
quantitatively for all solid surfaces, but the most reliable es-
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timates for amorphous silica range around ��300 erg /cm2

�see Ref. 11�.
Additional information on structure and bonding is pro-

vided by optical �Raman and infrared12� and NMR �Ref. 13�
spectroscopies. Adsorption isotherms for a variety of mol-
ecules are also available �see, for instance, data for Ar and
CO2 in Refs. 14 and 15, respectively�. The information pro-
vided by these measurements is only indirect and requires
modeling16,17 to be translated into microscopic understand-
ing.

Theoretical and computational investigations of silica sur-
faces have been represented primarily by ab initio determi-
nations of the atomic and electronic structures of ordered
surfaces,18–20 by force field investigations of surface vibra-
tional properties, and by computer simulations of ordered
and especially amorphous surfaces at nonzero temperature,
based on empirical model potentials. Mixed quantum
mechanical-molecular mechanics �QMMM� approaches have
been used as well to investigate the grafting of organic mol-
ecules on the surface of dry amorphous silica.21

Pair- and few-body potentials, describing silica as a pre-
dominantly ionic material and able to reproduce a fairly wide
variety of its properties, have been developed by several
groups and are defined and discussed in Refs. 22–29. This
last, in particular, including two- and three-body terms, argu-
ably is the most thoroughly tested among this family of mod-
els, even though in the last few years, the potential of Ref. 28
has also been used extensively. Fluctuating charge models30

and polarizable ion potentials,31 which are intrinsically
many-body, could provide a significant improvement with
respect to few-body potentials once parametrized against ab
initio and/or spectroscopy data. Recently, a model able to
describe ordered and amorphous silica surfaces in contact
with water has been proposed in Ref. 32.

The application of all these models to the investigation of
the amorphous silica surface has produced a wealth of mi-
croscopic information on the local structure and atomic dy-
namics in these systems. An exhaustive review is beyond the
scope of the present introductory section. Representative
molecular-dynamics simulations of the amorphous silica sur-
face include the studies presented in Refs. 17 and 33–35. In
the last of these studies, molecular dynamics based on a clas-
sical �ionic� potential including electron polarization has
been combined with ab initio methods for silica clusters ter-
minated by hydrogens or OH groups to elucidate the elec-
tronic properties of representative structural motifs.

In most of the simulation studies mentioned above, the
amorphous surface is obtained by quenching a liquid slab
using molecular dynamics. The relatively short simulation
time results in very fast quenches, often giving rise to a
concentration of bonding defects and especially of NBOs
higher than measured in experiments �see the discussion in
Ref. 36�. In the case of pair potentials, in particular, the
surface energy and surface tension tend to be significantly
higher than experimental estimates34 and, especially with
early silica models,23,25 an unphysical population of overco-
ordinated silicon and oxygen atoms is observed. A few
molecular-dynamics simulations of silica surfaces have also
been performed based on ab initio methods.18,19,37,38 The
time scale accessible to ab initio methods is 2 or 3 orders of

magnitude shorter than for classical potentials and also the
size scale is severely restricted, thus limiting the ability of ab
initio simulation to represent amorphous surfaces. These
problems, of course, are to some extent compensated by the
fact that ab initio models provide a comprehensive descrip-
tion of ionic and covalent bondings, as well as electronic
polarization and charge transfer. Moreover, they also provide
information on the system electronic structure.

A complementary approach to describe the properties of
ordered and disordered silica emphasizes its covalent char-
acter, representing the system as made of atoms connected
by a network of bonds, satisfying fairly restrictive chemical
rules. The potential energy is written as the sum of contribu-
tions accounting for deviations of current bonding param-
eters such as bond length, bending, and torsion angles, from
standard values measured on a reference structure which rep-
resents the model ground state �see, for instance, Ref. 39�.

Because of their simplicity and computational efficiency,
classical force field models of this type provided an early
approach to compute elastic and vibrational properties of co-
valently bonded network materials and have been exten-
sively used even before the massive development of modern
computers. The dependence of these models on a fixed bond-
ing topology, however, represented a major limitation in their
application, preventing their usage in atomistic simulations
of high-temperature systems.

The limitations of force fields have been greatly eased by
the rules introduced by Wooten, Winer, and Weaire �WWW�
to interchange bonds40 that effectively break the quasistatic
picture of traditional force fields. The investigation of low-
temperature amorphous system provided the primary motiva-
tion for the development of the WWW algorithm and still
represents the great majority of its applications. Amorphous
Si, Ge, or SiO2 samples obtained by a large number of bond
interchanges display a concentration of defects in far better
agreement with experimental data than obtained by quench-
ing liquid samples whose potential energy is represented by
few-body potentials.36,41 The radial distribution functions
and angle probability distributions42 obtained by this method
for low-temperature amorphous samples are in good agree-
ment with experimental data.43,44

Until recently, models of this type have been used within
a static framework or in approaches combining bond
switches with energy quenches.45,46 We applied a similar
force field approach supplemented by bond interchanges
within an equilibrium scheme to investigate thermal proper-
ties of bulk silica.47 The results show that, somewhat surpris-
ingly, the method is able to provide a qualitatively correct
view of melting and of the glass transition. In the present
study, we use the same method to study structural properties
of amorphous silica surfaces. Once again, the simplicity and
computational efficiency of the model allow the extensive
simulation of large samples at a modest computational cost.
This, in turn, brings within the reach of our analysis proper-
ties such as roughness that require large samples and good
statistics to be determined.

II. MODEL AND THE SIMULATION METHOD

The model we use is based on the well-known Keating
potential,39 expressing the system potential energy as
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E = �
�ij�

f ij��Ri − Rj�� + �
�ijk�

gijk��ijk� , �1�

where �Ri , i=1, . . . ,N� are the atoms’ positions, �ij� indicates
the list of atom pairs connected by a covalent bond, and �ijk
is the angle centered on atom j and connecting atoms i, j,
and k. The �ij� list is primarily determined by the system
chemistry and, in the most basic formulation of the model, it
does not change during simulations. The set of triplets �ijk�
and, when needed, the corresponding list of quadruplets are
derived from the �ij� list.

The simplest choice for f�R� is a harmonic term

f ij��Ri − Rj�� =
kij

2
��Ri − Rj� − Rij

�0�	2, �2�

where Rij
�0� is a reference distance for atoms whose atom type

matches that of ij, and kij is the corresponding force con-
stant. A similar choice is often made for g���, assumed to be
of the form gijk��ijk�=hijk�cos �ijk−cos �ijk

�0�	2 /2. In this last
expression, �ijk

�0� is a reference angle for triplets whose type
corresponds to that of ijk. In the case of covalent solids, Rij

�0�

and �ijk
�0� are obtained from a reference crystal structure that

plays the role of the ground-state geometry for the model and
may differ from the actual �experimental� ground-state struc-
ture of the material. Even though the �ijk dependence of the
energy is not really quadratic in the atomic coordinates, we
shall refer to the potential defined by Eq. �1� together with
the simplest choice for f and g as the harmonic model. Dif-
ferent choices for f and g can be made and a torsion term
could be added to improve the realism of the model with
respect to any given material. Moreover, a short-range poten-
tial is often added to prevent atoms from occupying nearly
the same position, eventually leading to a volume collapse
whenever bond interchanges are introduced.

In the case of pure silica, atoms belong to two different
species. The covalent and ionic bondings of silica are both
succinctly represented by nearest-neighbor bonds, an ap-
proximation that is expected to provide only a qualitative
description of SiO2. In our computations, the model refer-

ence structure is �-cristobalite �Fd3̄m�, which is the stable
phase of SiO2 at T�1743 K and melts into liquid SiO2 at
T=2000 K.48 To reproduce the lattice constants and the in-
teratomic distances in the reference structure, we set RSiO

�0�

=1.55 Å, �SiOSi
�0� =180°, and �OSiO

�0� =109.5°. Moreover, we set
kSiO=10 eV /Å2, hSiOSi=0.75 eV, and hOSiO=4.32 eV. The
bending constants are the same as those used in previous
studies of silica based on the Keating potential.35,49,50 The
Si-O stretching constant, instead, is approximately half of the
value used in previous works for quartz. The primary reason
for weaker kSiO is related to our assumption of the ideal

Fd3̄m structure, having straight Si-O-Si angles, as the refer-
ence structure for our �-cristobalite model. The most likely

experimental structure, instead, belongs to space group I4̄2d,
having slightly bent Si-O-Si angles.51,52 This difference im-
plies that the stretching constants of our model account for
energy changes that in reality are due to a combination of
bending, stretching, and torsion, resulting into effective force
constants weaker than those describing the pure stretching of

Si-O bonds. A direct comparison of bulk modulus and elastic
constants with those of �-cristobalite is indeed difficult be-
cause the structure is stable at high temperature and only
computational estimates are available for its elastic
constants.53 The values computed at T=0 by our model and
listed in Table I are comparable to those measured in amor-
phous silica at ambient conditions54,55 or in other phases of
silica which are stable at low temperature.56 Despite this very
qualitative validation, it is clear that a description of elastic
and vibrational properties of even semiquantitative quality
requires a more sophisticated model, including at least tor-
sion contributions, and perhaps longer range interactions.

In our model, the function f retains the simple harmonic
form in the vicinity of Rij

�0�, but deviates at longer separations
according to

f�R� = 

1

2
k�R − R�0�	2, R − R�0� � 	

1

2
k�	2 + 0.2��R − R�0�� − 	�2	 , R − R�0� � 	 ,�

�3�

where 	=0.3 Å.
The angular term is modified in such a way to decrease its

strength when the product of the bending distances is larger
than a preset value

2gijk���
�cos �ijk − cos �ijk

0 	2

= � hijk, RijRjk � Tijk

hijk exp�− �RijRjk − Tijk�	 , RijRjk � Tijk,
 �4�

where Tijk= �Rij
�0�+	��Rjk

�0�+	�. The short-range potential is of
the form

U = �
i�j

�Rc − Rij�4, Rij � Rc, �5�

where Rc=2.4 Å for like particles and Rc=1.5 Å for unlike
particles. This choice is similar to the one made in Ref. 42.

Although simple, these modifications have important con-
sequences. First of all, the original harmonic potential
greatly exaggerates the tendency to a negative expansion co-
efficient often observed in tetrahedral network materials. In

TABLE I. Comparison of the elastic constant computed by our
model at T=0 K with the experimental values for amorphous silica
at ambient conditions �Ref. 54� and with the computational data for
�-cristobalite computed by the potential of Ref. 27 at high tempera-
ture �T=1800 K� �Ref. 53�.

Sample
B

�GPa�
C11

�GPa�
C12

�GPa�
C44

�GPa�

Our model �-cristobalite 37 60 26 27

Amorphous Exp.a 37 51 20

Amorphous Sim.b 42.0 5.2 40.8

aReference 54.
bReference 53.
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the case of �-cristobalite, for instance, experimental mea-
surements covering the 573 K�T�2000 K interval show
that an initial volume expansion with increasing T up to
�1300 K combines with a slight contraction for 1300�T
�2000 K to give rise to a nearly constant volume over the
entire temperature range.48 Simulations performed with the
harmonic potential, instead, show a volume contraction of
more than 5% over the same T range. The anharmonicity
introduced by the modification of Eqs. �3� and �5� reduces
the volume contraction for T
1000 and gives rise to slightly
positive expansion coefficient for T�1000 K. The compen-
sation of these opposite trends results into an equilibrium
volume at T=2000 K that is nearly the same of the T
=0 K volume, thus qualitatively �but not quantitatively� re-
producing the experimental picture. Moreover, both modifi-
cations of Eqs. �3� and �4� are meant to mimic the drastic
weakening of covalent bonds whenever the corresponding
bond length increases by more than �10%.

The major modifications with respect to the original Keat-
ing potential, however, are represented by rules to break,
form, or interchange bonds. Breaking a bond requires a large
energy Eb=4.8 eV and releases the stretching and bending
energies associated to the removed bond. Forming a bond
releases an equally large Eb energy, but the new bond is born
with stretching and bending energy contributions that might
be not negligible. Bond interchanges are attempted by first
selecting at random a SiO bond, say Si�1�-O�1�. Then, a sec-
ond oxygen �O�2�	 is chosen at random within a short dis-
tance from O�1� and, again at random, one of its Si neighbors
�Si�2�� is selected. As a last step, we discontinuously replace
the Si�1�-O�1� and Si�2�-O�2� bonds with Si�1�-O�2� and
Si�2�-O�1� bonds �see Fig. 1�. The variation in the bonding
topology is accepted or rejected by the Monte Carlo �MC�
procedure described below. The mechanism is virtually iden-
tical to the WWW one,40,57 the only �minor� difference being
that we do not impose that Si�1� and Si�2� to be covalently
bonded to the same O atom, even though in practice this is
invariably the case up to fairly high T. We also emphasize

that the computational approach is practically the same as the
one introduced in Ref. 57. In this respect, the major differ-
ence is that the authors of Ref. 57 couple bond interchanges
with a strict local energy minimization to investigate low-
temperature materials, while we aim at high-temperature
properties and we resort to an equilibrium simulation method
with respect to either particles and bonds.

In other terms, the system represented by our model con-
sists of atoms and bonds. These last are coded into discrete
variables that tell which atom pairs are linked by a covalent
bond. The bonding state of atoms i and j is an independent
variable, not explicitly determined by their separation, even
though the probability of long bonds is vanishingly small
since their energy increases quadratically with increasing
length.

In what follows, we are primarily concerned with the
simulation of finite slabs, periodically repeated in two di-
mensions to represent extended planar surfaces. Monte Carlo
is used to sample the phase space of the system, combining
single atom moves with variations in the network of bonds.
The short range of the potential and the slow variation of the
bonding configuration ensure an almost ideally linear scaling
of the computational time with system size. Strictly speak-
ing, the short-range repulsive potential requires an effort pro-
portional to the square of the number of atoms, but its short-
range and simple analytical form, together with a standard
list of neighbors, reduces the cost of this term to a small
fraction of the total CPU time up to the sizes considered in
the present study. An efficient implementation of all parts of
our program allows us to perform 2�108 attempted atom
moves and an equal number of bond interchange attempts
per day on a single OPTERON CPU. In what follows, MC
steps indicate the combination of one attempted single-atom
displacement and one attempted bond breaking, formation,
and interchange, performed in sequence. We verified that se-
lecting at random the type of moves to attempt gives results
that are indistinguishable from those of the regular sequence
that we adopted. The slight violation of microscopic revers-
ibility involved in our choice is in practice concealed by the
low-acceptance ratio for the changes of the bond topology
that makes immaterial the precise composition of short move
sequences. In part of our simulations, changes of the sample
cross section are attempted every 1000 MC steps in order to
enforce the condition of zero in-plane stress. Even at this
slow rate, attempted changes in the surface area, which in-
volve the recomputation of the system energy from scratch,
represent a sizable fraction of the total CPU time.

Summary of results for bulk SiO2

The model for SiO2 described above has been used, first
of all, to simulate homogeneous phases of silica.47 The re-
sults support the validity of the model and give us confidence
in the description of the surface properties described in Sec.
III. Computations have been carried out by MC in the NPT
ensemble using a procedure closely related to the one de-
scribed in Sec. II. The results, reported in Ref. 47, show that
the model is able to describe the melting of silica, at a tem-
perature estimated at Tm=2200 K �see Fig. 2�, to be com-

Si (1)

O (1)

Si (1)

O (1)(a)

Si (1)

Si (2)

Si (2)
O (1)

O (2)O (2)

O (1)

Si (1)

(b)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic drawings of the atomistic
mechanisms to �a� break and form bonds and �b� interchange bonds.
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pared to the experimental melting temperature TM =2000 K
for �-cristobalite. The average potential energy computed
during the slow annealing of the silica sample down to room
temperature, also shown in Fig. 2, displays two linear ranges
of different slope, matching at T=1680�50 K. In atomistic
simulations, this behavior is usually interpreted in terms of a
glass transition, thus estimated at Tg=1680�50. The simu-
lation result can be compared to a measured Tg=1480 K for
slow cooling and Tg�1600 K for fast quenches.58 At all
temperatures and for all phases, almost every Si atom is four-
fold coordinated and almost every O atom is twofold coor-
dinated, in agreement with experimental data.43,44

Above Tm during heating and above Tg during cooling,
the mean-square displacement of atoms grows linearly with
the number of MC steps, showing that the motion of atoms is
unbound, consistently with liquidlike diffusion. Comparison
of atomic mobilities computed by MC during cooling to ex-
perimental data for the diffusion coefficient in disordered
silica phases allows us to establish a rough correspondence
with a real time scale. The diffusion coefficient of Si atom
has been measured as a function of temperature and an in-
terpolation of the experimental data is provided in Ref. 59.
Using this expression slightly beyond its definition range
�thus performing an extrapolation�, we obtain a diffusion co-
efficient D=5.2�10−15 cm2 /s at T=1800 K and D=2.5
�10−13 cm2 /s at T=2000 K. On the other hand, from the
linear part of the mean-square displacement as a function of
MC steps, we obtain D=6.3�10−5 Å2 /106 MC steps at T
=1800 K and D=3.0�10−3 Å2 /106 MC steps at T
=2000 K. All the quoted simulation results refer to the cool-
ing stage from the liquid. A simple conversion allows us to
estimate that our standard run of 108 MC steps corresponds

to 0.13 ms at T=1800 K and to 0.12 ms at T=2000 K. This
estimate is purely qualitative and the result would differ,
even substantially, if we consider any other activated pro-
cess. Nevertheless, this simple analysis suggests that MC
with bond interchanges greatly expands the time scale cov-
ered by simulation.

Atomic mobility and diffusion are, of course, strictly re-
lated to bond interchanges, whose probability is different
from zero only above the glass temperature Tg of our model.
An Arrhenius plot of the probability of bond interchanges is
shown in Fig. 3. A linear fit of this curve provides an esti-
mate for the activation energy of bond interchanges of �
=2.2 eV, in fair agreement with the experimental data ��
=2.9 eV� reported in Ref. 60.

The melting transition highlighted in our simulations has
an intriguing similarity with the entropy jump found in Ref.
45, observed, however, at constant low T by a simulation
method �the so-called activation-relaxation technique, ART�
that combines bond interchanges and quenches. In other
terms, the entropy jump of Ref. 45 appears to be a transition
driven by an external perturbation �for instance, by irradia-
tion, creating topological defects�, while the melting we
found in Ref. 47 is an equilibrium phase transition.

The radial distribution functions computed during our
simulations are shown in Fig. 4. At ambient temperature,
they agree at least qualitatively and, to a large extent, semi-
quantitatively with experimental data provided by x-ray and
neutron diffractions.43,44

III. SIMULATION OF THE DRY SiO2 SURFACE

We consider a �-cristobalite slab obtained by replicating
along the xy plane an orthorhombic simulation cell made by
9�9�6 conventional unit cells of 8 SiO2 molecules, corre-
sponding to 11 664 atoms. The simplest procedure to cut the
surfaces along unit-cell boundaries while maintaining the
sample stoichiometry produces two inequivalent surfaces:
one exposing only oxygen atoms and the other exposing only
silicon atoms �see Fig. 5�a�	. We restore the up-down sym-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Average potential energy per atom of
bulk silica as a function of temperature. Solid dots: heating stage.
Full line: cooling stage. Dashed lines: linear interpolation of the
low- and high-T portions of U�T�, crossing at Tg=1680 K. �Inset�
Constant pressure specific heat per atom on heating.
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FIG. 3. Arrhenius plot for the average number Nx of bond inter-
changes observed during a MC run of 108 steps. Dots: simulation
results; full line: linear interpolation, whose slope is −2.2 eV.
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metry of the slab by moving one half of the O atoms from
the oxygen-only surface to the Si-only surface. The starting
geometry obtained by this simple construction is shown in
Fig. 5�b�. A visual impression of size and aspect ratios of the
simulated samples is provided in Fig. 6.

At the lattice constant �a0=7.166 Å� of the bulk crystal
phase at T=0 K, the slab exposes two planar and square
surfaces of 4160 Å2 cross area each. The surface energy of
the as-cut sample is 2995 erg /cm2, or 0.186 95 eV /A2, cor-
responding to two broken bonds per surface unit cell. This
surface energy, comparable to that of highly refractory

metals,61 is of course the result of the idealized process of
cutting the surface along a geometric plane, leaving behind a
regular array of dangling bonds.

Here and in what follows, the surface energy us is defined
by comparing the average potential energy of the slab Uslab
to that of a homogeneous sample Ubulk with the same number
of atoms, computed during the simulations described in Ref.
47,

us�T� = �Uslab�T� − Ubulk�T�	/2A , �6�

where A is the surface area at temperature T. The factor of 2
in the denominator accounts for the fact that the slab has two
equivalent and nearly planar surfaces. The first part of the
simulations described below has been carried out at constant
shape and size of the simulation cell and A is a constant. As
discussed in some more details below, the cross area of the
simulation cell has been treated as a dynamical variable in
the last stage of our simulations and in such a case, A is the
thermal average of the cross area.

The as-cut slab has been first equilibrated by MC at T
=2600 K, i.e., well beyond the bulk melting temperature
�Tm=2200 K� of the model. At this stage, we increased
slightly �a0=7.32 Å� the lattice constant of the unit cell to
match the average density of the homogeneous liquid at T
=2600 K. Despite the fairly high simulation temperature,
the number of dangling bonds decreases steadily and rapidly
during the equilibration stage, greatly reducing the surface
energy. At T=2600 K the initial crystal-like sample quickly
reverts to the liquid state. After a few runs of 108 MC steps,
the surface energy at T=2600 K, computed by comparisons
to the energy of a SiO2 sample of the same size and at the
same temperature, turns out to be us�200 erg /cm2, already
providing the scale of the thermodynamic surface properties
expected for our slab. The average number of broken bonds
in the entire system is about 10. Even this low value is 1
order of magnitude larger than the average number of broken
bonds in the homogeneous liquid phase �about 2 for the same
number of atoms� and it might be interpreted as a surface
effect or as an indication that the late stages of equilibration
for the bond network, requiring the long-range migration of
defects, might take much longer than the total duration of our
simulations. In any case, both the concentration and the ef-
fect of dangling bonds on the surface properties are negli-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Radial distribution function of the bulk
silica in the equilibrium liquid �T=2300 K�, undercooled liquid
�T=2100 K�, and amorphous phase �T=300 K�. Full line �blue�:
Si-O correlation; dotted line �red� Si-Si correlation; dashed-dotted
line �green�: O-O correlation. The T=2100 K and T=300 K plots
have been shifted by four units along the vertical direction for the
sake of clarity.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Asymmetric silica slab obtained by
cutting a �-cristobalite crystal along unit-cell boundaries. �b� Sym-
metrized version of the slab shown in �a�. Brown �light� atoms: Si;
red �dark� atoms: O. For the sake of clarity, the figure shows a
smaller sample than used in the simulations.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Simulation snapshots of the amorphous
slab at T=300 K. Brown �light� atoms: Si; red �dark� atoms: O.
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gible, in qualitative agreement with experimental data and
with previous computational results.17

The liquid slab has been progressively cooled down to
T=0 K in regular steps of 100 K. At this stage, the choice of
the simulation ensemble plays a crucial role. On one hand,
above the melting temperature, a MC procedure that allows
changes of the simulation cell would tend to shrink the sur-
face of liquid samples driven by surface tension. This, in
turn, would alter the initial 9�9�6 aspect ratio that we
selected in order to achieve a sufficient thickness together
with a large surface area. On the other hand, a simulated
annealing carried out at constant periodicity would be unable
to release the stress in the xy plane below the glass transition
temperature. As a practical compromise, we decided to per-
form a first annealing down to T=0 K at constant simulation
cell, accepting the fact that the low-temperature samples are
strained. Each of the partially equilibrated samples is further
relaxed during a second stage of the annealing, which in-
cludes moves that change the surface area �NT ensemble, at
vanishing in-plane stress�, thus effectively removing the xy
strain. At each temperature, the first annealing �at constant
area� consists of 3�108 MC steps, the last third being con-
sidered for statistics. The second stage of relaxation �at vari-
able area� consists of 2�108 MC steps, half of which are
considered for computing equilibrium properties. As ex-
pected, the second relaxation stage has the effect of decreas-
ing slightly the surface area for the liquid samples. However,
since all samples to be simulated at NT conditions have
already been generated and partially equilibrated during the
quench at NVT conditions, changes in the cross area that
might take place at high T are not propagated all the way
down to T=0 K. In any case, even at the highest tempera-
ture considered in our simulations, the variation of the in-
plane periodicity is relatively minor and thus all the samples
are, to a large extent, geometrically similar.

The simulation data for the average potential energy
�Uslab�T�	 of the slab as a function of temperature are quali-
tatively indistinguishable from those for the bulk phase dis-
played in Fig. 2. The glass temperature of the slab has been
determined using the same method briefly described in Sec.
II, i.e., by crossing the linear interpolations to Uslab�T� at low
T and at high T. The result provides an estimate of the glass
temperature for the slab �Tg=1660�50 K� that, within an
estimated error bar of 50 K, cannot be distinguished from the
bulk value �Tg=1680�50 K�. This result already suggests
that the thickness of the slab is sufficient to guarantee bulk-
like behavior to the sample.

The essential role of releasing the in-plane stress when
computing thermodynamic surface properties is emphasized
in Fig. 7, comparing the computational estimate of the sur-
face energy at fixed size of the simulation cell, and upon
allowing the simulation box to change its cross section.
Strictly speaking, the two sets of data should coincide at T
�Tg, since atomic diffusion already provides a mechanism
to relax the in-plane strain. Therefore, differences in the two
sets of data at high temperature highlight the difficulty of
enforcing the condition of zero-average stress by atomic dif-
fusion alone. This difficulty is apparently related to the vis-
cosity of silica that remains high even at temperatures be-
yond the melting point. On the other hand, allowing

fluctuations of the surface area quickly removes the average
in-plane stress. This has been verified by performing addi-
tional NT-MC runs at selected �low� temperatures. The av-
erage value of the cross area as well as the estimate for the
surface energy did not change significantly after the first 108

MC steps of NT equilibration.
The data allow us to compute the surface entropy by ther-

modynamic integration, according to the relation

�Ss = S�slab	 − S�bulk	 = �
T0

T �Cp�T��
T�

dT�, �7�

where �Cp�T�= �Cp�slab�−Cp�bulk�	�T� and T0 is a suitable
reference temperature. The surface entropy is then defined as

ss�T� = �Ss�T�/2A �8�

and the surface tension

��T� = us�T� − Tss�T� . �9�

Moreover, neglecting the �fairly small� temperature depen-
dence of the surface area, we can write

ss�T� = �Ss�T�/2A � �
T0

T 1

T�

�Cp�T��
2A

dT�

= �
T0

T 1

T�

d

dT�
us�T��dT�. �10�

To simplify the integration task, we first fit the surface
energy us�T� by a simple polynomial

us�T� = u0 + bT2 + cT3, �11�

where the linear term is absent because both the energy of
the slab and the energy of the bulk will show the same tem-
perature dependence in the limit of low temperatures and
harmonic dynamics

Uslab = Uslab
0 +

3

2
NKBT + o�T2� , �12�
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the surface energy. Full
dots: simulation results upon releasing the in-plane stress �see text�.
Open dots: simulation results before releasing the in-plane stress,
i.e., obtained at constant in-plane periodicity.
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Ubulk = Ubulk
0 +

3

2
NKBT + o��T2� , �13�

where N is the �same� number of atoms in the slab and in the
bulk. The two linear terms, therefore, cancel each other in
the difference defining the surface energy. In this way, we
obtain

ss�T� = �
T0

T

�2b + 3cT�	dT�

= �2bT +
3

2
cT2� − �2bT0 +

3

2
cT0

2� . �14�

In what follows, we set T0=0 and compute a quantity that
looks like an absolute surface entropy for the slab. The �2 fit
of the surface energy gives b=9.111�10−5 erg /cm2 K2 and
c=−4.156�10−8 erg /cm2 K3. The result for the surface en-
tropy is shown in Fig. 8.

The combination of −Tss with us allows us to estimate the
surface free energy, whose value per unit area is the surface
tension �. The result of this last elaboration of the simulation
data is shown again in Fig. 8. It is apparent that the potential
energy part represent the major contribution to the surface
tension up to fairly high temperature �T�1000 K�. How-
ever, up to T�2000 K, us is nearly constant and the entropy
contribution is responsible for most of the variations of �
with T. Remarkably, the value of the computed surface ten-
sion agrees well with experimental estimates ��
�300 erg /cm2, see Ref. 11�. Because of the large uncertain-

ties in the experimental measurements, this good agreement
should not be overemphasized. Nevertheless, our computa-
tional results might indeed represent one of the first success-
ful computations of the surface tension of amorphous silica
over a wide temperature range. The thermodynamic results
discussed above are complemented by the determination of a
wide range of structural and pseudodynamical properties,
these last representing dynamical properties as a function of
the number of MC steps.

The density profile for silicon and oxygen atoms along the
direction z perpendicular to the surface is shown in Fig. 9.
This figure confirms that the simulated slab has a fairly wide
bulklike region of nearly constant density and thus its width
is adequate for our purposes. Comparison of the profiles at
high �T=2300 K� and low �T=300 K� temperatures gives a
visual impression of the thermal expansion of the slab. The
width of the surface region is sometimes measured by the
separation �10

90 of the two parallel planes at which the density
is 10% and 90% of the bulk value. At low T, �10

90 turns out to
be �3 Å, growing to �10

90=5 Å in the liquid phase at T
=2300 K. At all temperatures, oxygen is the atom type most
likely to be first encountered in moving toward the surface.
At high temperature �T�1000 K�, this reflects almost ex-
clusively the 1:2 stoichiometry of SiO2 and also the signifi-
cantly larger radius of O= with respect to that of Si4+. In fact,
rescaling the Si profile by a constant factor of 2 brings it into
nearly perfect superposition with the oxygen profile. At low
temperature, however, a slight but statistically significant
relative enhancement of the oxygen concentration is ob-
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Thermodynamic surface properties from
MC simulations upon releasing the in-plane stress. Solid dots: simu-
lation results for the surface energy us. Dashed-dotted line �red�:
polynomial fit to the simulation data �see text�. Dashed line �green�:
entropy contribution −Tss to the surface tension. Full line �blue�:
surface tension �.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Atomic density profile along the normal
to the surface at two different temperatures in the liquid phase �T
=2300 K� and in the low-temperature �T=300 K� amorphous
phase. Full �blue� line: silicon atoms; dashed �red� line: oxygen
atoms.
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served in a narrow ��1 Å� outermost surface layer. These
observations are consistent with experimental evidence pro-
vided by x-ray photoemission spectroscopy7 measurements
carried out at room temperature. Analysis of the bonding
topology resulting from the simulation shows that at all tem-
peratures almost every atom satisfies its ideal coordination
�fourfold for silicon and twofold for oxygen�. In other words,
there is no significant enhancement of dangling bonds at the
surface. Also in this case, the simulation results agree at least
qualitatively with experimental data obtained by electron
spin resonance �ESR� �Ref. 8� and by XPS.9

Previous simulation studies of amorphous silica surfaces
revealed a sizable concentration of twofold rings, consisting
of short Si–O–Si–O–Si sequences closing on themselves. In
our simulations, we observe instead a fairly low concentra-
tion of these topological defects, numbering, on average, less
than 40 at T=300 K and about 70 at T=2000 for our sample
of 3888 SiO2 formula units. Their density, however, is
higher at the edge than well inside the slab, confirming their
surface origin. Threefold rings, representing the immediate
generalization of the twofold rings definition, are far more
abundant and their distribution is already more uniform over
the entire slab than in the twofold rings case.

At T�Tg, our simulations are able to detect atomic diffu-
sion, whose general aspects are very similar to those found in
the bulk case. As expected, the mobility of surface atoms is
higher than that of atoms located deeper in the slab, as we
verified by computing the mean-square displacement of the
200 outermost atoms on each side of the slab. Moreover,
again as expected, the mean-square displacement of surface
atoms is very anisotropic, being high along the surface plane
and practically vanishing along the z direction. The relative
advantage of surface over bulklike atoms depends on tem-
perature, increasing with decreasing temperature, thus point-
ing to a lower activation energy for diffusion at the surface.
Unfortunately, diffusion decreases too rapidly with decreas-
ing temperature to be able to extract a reliable estimate for
the bulk and surface barrier to diffusion from an Arrhenius
plot. Longer runs, however, could be able to provide such an
estimate.

One of the most important parameters characterizing the
structure of liquid and solid surfaces is the so-called rough-
ness. In our simulations, roughness has been characterized
by computing the height-height correlation function over a
wide temperature range. First of all, we define the height
h�x ,y� at position �x ,y� along the surface by moving a
spherical probe from outside toward the surface. The height
h�x ,y� is defined as the z coordinate of first contact with
atoms on the surface, where contact is defined by crossing
the minimum separation of 3 Å for oxygen and 2.5 Å for
silicon. The data computed on a 100�100 grid on the simu-
lated surface have been used to determine the radial average
of �h�0�h�r��. The results confirm the expected roughness of
the liquid surface and provide a direct view of the progres-
sive smoothening in crossing the glass point moving toward
the amorphous phase �see Fig. 10�. These results, pointing to
enhanced atomic mobility and shorter relaxation times at the
surface, agree with recent theoretical results62 and other
simulation data63,64 and contradict a theoretical prediction of
super-roughness in amorphous surfaces.65 The accuracy of

our simulations, limited mainly by the relatively short dis-
tances spanned by our slab, does not allow us to determine
the roughening transition temperature that cannot be distin-
guished from the glass point.

Although roughness and smoothing can be defined only in
terms of the �h�r�h�0�� shown in Fig. 10, the trend toward
smoothing below Tg can also be seen �although not easily
and certainly not quantitatively� also from topography maps
of the silica surface, shown in Fig. 11.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A force field model of the Keating type, supplemented by
rules to break, form, and interchange covalent bonds, has
been applied to simulate the dry amorphous silicon surface.
Computations have been carried out by MC. In a first stage,
the simulation box is kept fixed, while in a second stage the
cross section of the surface is relaxed, releasing the in-plane
stress on the slab. The simplicity of the model and the very
short range of all interactions allow the extensive sampling
of the phase space for a fairly large sample, consisting of
3888 oxygen and 7776 silicon atoms, arranged on a slab
exposing two parallel surfaces of �42 nm2.

Thermodynamic properties computed during the anneal-
ing of a liquid sample from T=2300 K to T=0 K show that
the simulated slab undergoes a liquid-to-glass transition at
Tg=1660�50 K, indistinguishable, to within the estimated
error bar, from the glass temperature Tg=1680�50 K com-
puted for bulk silica.47

The surface energy �us=310�20 erg /cm2 at T=300 K�
turns out to be surprisingly low, but close to available experi-
mental estimates.11 The surface entropy ss has been deter-
mined by thermodynamic integration of a polynomial fit to
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Height-height correlation function as a
function of in-plane distance at three different temperatures.
Straight lines represent a logarithmic interpolation over the 12�r
�20 Å range.
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the constant pressure specific heat. The corresponding term
−Tss in the surface tension is relatively small up to fairly
high temperature and only in the equilibrium and under-
cooled liquid range �T�1600 K� it represents a sizable con-
tribution.

Comparison of surface thermodynamic properties com-
puted at NVT and at NT conditions emphasizes the crucial
importance of releasing the in-plane stress during all surface
simulations. The analysis of the density profile for oxygen
and silicon atoms shows that the simulated slab presents a
sizable bulklike region in its central portion, thus confirming
that its width is adequate for our purposes. The surface layer,
delimited by the planes at which the total atom density
reaches 10% and 90% of the bulk value, is fairly narrow,
extending over 5 Å in the equilibrium liquid at T=2300 and
shrinking to 3 Å at room temperature. No apparent density
oscillation is observed at the surface. Since surface density
oscillations arise from strong atom-atom correlation and high
surface tension, this result is consistent with the low value of
the computed surface tension.

Visual inspection of simulation snapshots and analysis of
density profiles confirm also that oxygen is the most likely
atom type to intercept any external probe striking the silica
surface, in agreement with the experimental findings of Ref.
7. This, however, is due primarily to the 2:1 stoichiometry of

silica and to the larger radius of O= with respect to the radius
of Si4+. Relative surface enrichment of oxygen with respect
to silicon is observed only at relatively low temperature and
in all cases it concerns a thin skin layer no wider than
1–2 Å. At T�1000 K, in fact, a rescaling of the silicon
density profile by a constant factor of 2 brings it to practi-
cally coincide with the oxygen profile nearly everywhere.

Analysis of the mean-square diffusion of atoms shows
that, as expected, in a thin �nearly monoatomic� surface
layer, mobility is higher and persists at lower temperatures
than in the bulk, pointing to lower diffusion barriers at the
surface. This observation of easy surface relaxation is prob-
ably related to another important result of our simulation,
concerning the roughness of the silica surface. The compu-
tation of the height-height correlation function as a function
of in-plane distance shows that the liquid surface is rough,
i.e., �h�r�h�0��� log r at medium-long distances, while the
amorphous silica surface becomes smooth at temperatures
below Tg. The change from rough to smooth observed with
decreasing T enhances our confidence on the reliability of the
phase-space sampling achieved by our simulations.

The results described and discussed in the present paper
show that the idealized force field model of Sec. II aug-
mented by rules to change the bonding topology is flexible
and efficient and is able to provide a microscopic view of
structural and thermodynamic properties of inhomogeneous
silica surfaces. Because of its efficiency, the model could be
used to investigate a variety of other inhomogeneous sys-
tems, from mesoporous silica to silica clusters.

The model is not easily adapted to molecular-dynamics
simulations and therefore dynamical properties are difficult
to evaluate. A relation with the time scale can be established
via kinetic theory, applied to the activated processes that
characterize the real-time dynamics of amorphous systems.
Application of this strategy to diffusion in the bulk shows
that the time scale of our simulations extends well within the
mesoscopic regime and approaches the macroscopic regime,
ranging from 0.13 ms at T=1800 K to 0.12 ms at T
=2000 K. No estimate can be made at lower temperatures,
since diffusion is too slow to be detected during our simula-
tions.

The model can be made more realistic by adding an ex-
plicit torsion term and possibly other short-range energy con-
tributions such as Urey-Bradley, familiar from classical force
fields. On the other hand, the addition of longer-range inter-
actions would spoil the most appealing feature of the present
model, i.e., its computational efficiency.

The model can be easily extended to cover other ele-
ments, such as hydrogen, germanium, gallium, and phos-
phorus, covalently bonded to silicon and oxygen. It can also
be applied to nonstoichiometric Si-SiO2 samples, as already
done in Ref. 49 within a move-and-minimize scheme.

Finally, the equilibrated slabs produced by our simula-
tions could be exploited for a variety of further investigations
concerning surfaces in contact with liquid phases and with a
variety of physisorbed molecules, provided the force field is
supplemented with appropriate cross interatomic potentials.
Atomic positions of well equilibrated samples are available
from the authors.
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